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David Woo While wiring a car stereo can be a daunting task because of the small, enclosed space and the large number of colored wires involved, the work can be quick and painless with the right instructions and the right materials. Since each stereo is designed differently, correctly
identifying the function of each wire can vary, so keep in mind that depending on the type of stereo that you have, the tasks may differ slightly as described here. Use the stereo removal tools to remove the stereo from your car's instrument. Depending on the type of car you have, the
process of removing the stereo from the dash may vary. However, typically stock stereos that come with the car require you to remove a portion of the dashboard to access the stereo housing, while aftermarket stereos are usually sold with tools to remove the house. Cut the wires that
connect the stereo to the car, so the maximum possible length is still connected to the car and use the car stereo wiring diagram to identify the function of each wire. Depending on the type of car you have, the function of each wire can vary. However, usually the red wire indicates Power,
black indicates the Earth, yellow indicates the Remote, and striped, colored wires indicate speaker wires. Identify the function of each wire on the new stereo, which you plan to use in the car using the stereo wiring diagram. Just like the previous wiring diagrams, each stereo chart is unique,
so the function of each color can be different. Once you have identified the function of each wire, connect them to the corresponding wire in the dash of the car (Power wire power wire, Earth wire wire ground, and so on). Image via flickr. I admit I get a little disappointed when trying to
remember which cable goes which slot is my tech items. The answer can be as simple (and cheap) as a brightly colored sharpie, as seen in this imgur post (h/t Reddit). It's so simple, so ridiculous. Coordinate the color and design, and draw them all on the plug-in component and in place of
the snap-in. Lines, pistas, hearts - anything you like. If you have crazy art skills and some extra time, maybe you could design very tiny cartoons to work with. If you're looking for a slightly less permanent option than the Sharpie, try colored tape or even matching stickers. (Red, blue and gold
stars, maybe?) G / O Media can get commissionAnd the time we all save, add a little extra applause to the Imgur poster of his father, who needs help logging into his email, but sure wins big in the analog hack category. As web developers we all love the code; That's why we do what we do.
I assume we're all striving to be the best we can be. Working in the fast-paced environment of BKWLD, our developers need to learn how to at the moment so that we can meet the deadlines, most of which arrive a little faster than we would like. I'm often forced to try to strap the line

between doing something right and doing it quickly. The expectation is that they are both feasible, which is sometimes true. More often than not, however, I'm forced to lean more on one side, choosing to either do something clean and beautiful or make something that's complete when the
customer needs it. Which approach is better? Our technical director, Justin Jewett, summed it up excellently when he told me: We need fewer assassins and more street fighters. Jewett points out that we need people to get the code quickly, roll the punches and do the best job possible something that is especially difficult when things are heated and customers are less than friendly. This has led to a number of intensive debates about what approach is right. Poetry is good There is a reason why good code is considered a form of poetry. It's elegant, clean, easy to read,
and fun to write. These are all exceptional qualities that we must strive for every single day. This approach is philosophically correct. If the code structure is well from the beginning, then at the end of the game, things are easier to find and edit. For example, creating a JavaScript file for
storing all configuration-level variables is a good practice, so animation speed and delay duration are child's play later. Speed is good Quickly is often neglected and/or argued about among devs. The easy way to do things is often seen as bad or amateurish. Shortcuts and hacks are further
edified up, and professionals are considered by the community to be bad developers. I'm a proponent of rapid development for a number of reasons, whose leader is getting things done on time – or early. This leaves more room for polishing and can make both producers and customers
very happy. Not all fit conventions Create a framework that undoubtedly accelerates development and makes things faster, but not all fit for a clean, packaged convention. There are times when a simple image tag, tables, or even (dare I say?) frames, there is a quick solution to the problem
that would take much longer to build standards or some new innovative workflow. I've worked on sites that were too complicated for their needs and context. Not everything requires complex environments, Python frameworks, or minified intertwined scripts with cache bust infractions. All
these things have their place in each project, but a good dev should pick and choose what is best for the project scope, rather than just using the most complex technology in any case. Find out what's right for your project Considering the project you are working on, think about what needs
and where most of the time should be spent. For example, if your site doesn't need complex JavaScript, don't add script-loading framework and modules that take time and effort to set up. Instead, a simple script file or even some inline JavaScript will work just fine. Thus, the requirements
are met and you can spend more time on the site. If your project is a personal one that you are intensely passionate about, spend all the time on what you want making sure that each line of code is where it should be and is reduced to the purest possible form. If you project a three-month
campaign that needs to be completed next week, the shortest path to the finish line is probably the best. I have only been a developer for five years and 95 percent of my professional projects are in the latter. We need to do quality work in the shortest possible time. Words: Matt
AebersoldMatt Aebersold is the developer of BKWLD. This article originally appeared on net magazine question 246.Liked it? Read these. What's your code philosophy? Tell us the comments! Family HandymanI have different toolboxes for different works of the house. Sometimes I'd take a
tool out of one box and put it in another. Finally, all my flat-headed screwdrivers end up in a toolbox. To solve this problem, I will now mark the handles of the devices and the corresponding toolbox with a colored electric tape. Now all the devices are in the box where they belong. — Kim
Litkenhaus Marino Originally published: June 01, 2018 International DC wiring color codes call for greenish-yellow earth wires, brown positive wires and gray negative wires. Blue wires are used in the central wires of a three-wire grounded circuit. The International Electrotechnical
Commission sets out cabling colouring codes in much of Europe, including the UK. In the first most cases, DC wiring follows the color codes created for AC wiring. The United States uses its own color codes for network and DC cabling. For DC wires, the protective ground wire is green or
greenish-yellow, negative wires are black, positive wires are red, and white wires are used as central wires for a three-wire grounded circuit. Opening an outlet or light switch box, you may have to face a confusing array of wires in different colors. Black, white, bare copper, and other colors
mix closely, but each has a specific purpose. Knowing the purpose of each wire will keep you safe and the housing electrical system is the best in working order. The non-metallic (or NM) 120-volt and 240-volt electrical cable consists of two main parts: the outer plastic casing (or jacket) and
the internal color-coded wires. The casing connects the internal wires, and external markings indicate the number of wires and the size of the wire (track gauge) within the casing. The color of the weld indicates recommended use. For example, a white border means that the inner wires are
14, indicates that they are size 12. Size. looking deeper, the color of the wire inside of the stray reveal that different color wires serve different purposes. The National Electrical Code (NEC) says that white or gray should be used for neutral wires and that bare copper or green wires should
be used as ground wires. In addition to the general, industry-adopted rules are wired color that indicate their purpose. Illustration: Catherine Song. © Luc, 2018 Black insulation is always used for hot wires and is common in most standard household circuits. The term hot is used for source
wires that transport energy from an electrical service panel to a destination, such as a lamp or an outlet. Despite the fact that it is permissible to use a white wire as a hot wire marking it with electrical tape, the opposite is not recommended or allowed. In other words, do not use a black wire
as a neutral or grounding wire, or for other purposes than transporting live electrical loads. Red wires marked the hot wires. Red wires are sometimes used as a second hot line in 240 volt equipment. Another useful application for red wires is to connect wired smoke detectors to see if an
alarm is activated all others go out at once. If a white wire is a red or black color mark, this often indicates that it is not used as a neutral wire, but as a hotline. Typically, it indicates the band's black or red electrical tape (but other colors can also be used) wrapped around the wire insulation.
For example, a white wire in a two-wire cable can be used for the second hot line of the 240-volt device or output circuit. This white wire should be looped several times with black electrical tape to show that it is not neutral. Bare copper wires are the most common type of wire used for
grounding. All electrical equipment must be grounded. In the event of a fault, the grounding provides a safe path for electricity. The power goes back to the ground or the ground. Bare copper wires connect electrical devices such as switches, sockets, and fixtures, as well as metal device
frames or housings. Metal electrical boxes also need grounded connection because they are made of conductive material. The plastic boxes are not driver and do not need to be grounded. Green insulated wires are sometimes used for grounding. Ground screws on electrical appliances are
often also painted green. Never use a green wire for any purpose other than grounding. Claire Cohen designates a white or gray neutral wire. When examining a white or gray wire, make sure that it was not wrapped in electrical tape. That suggests a hotline. Older wires can sometimes lose
their electrical tape packaging. So if it's in the box loose ribbon loop, there is a possibility that neutral neutral The neutral term can be dangerously deceptive as it appears to suggest an un electrified wire. It is important to note that neutral wires can carry force and shock. While wires marked
as hot (black or red insulated wires) deliver power from the service panel (circuit breaker box) to the device, neutral wires return power to the service panel. So both hot and neutral wires could be shaken and damaged. Blue and yellow wires are sometimes used as hot wires inside a power
line. Claire Cohen Rarely blue and yellow wires are found in NM cable. Blue wires are often used by travelers in a three-way and four-way switch applications. Applications.
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